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ISBN 0-321-30347-4
All references to: Patrick Griffith should be Patrick Griffiths
(corrected in 2nd printing)
p4
------------------------------------------------------------para 6 - Add sentence, full paragraph should now read: "Notes and
tips available in the sidebar are meant to correspond to the area
within the text that is next to them. All URLs referenced in
these notes are available in a more convenient clickable link
list at www.mezzoblue.com/zengarden/book/links. Screen shots are
displayed in close proximity to the reference within the text."
p28
------------------------------------------------------------note 2 - Change first sentence from "...automated services like
Bobby (http://bobby.watchfire.com)." to "...automated services
like HiSoftware®'s Cynthia Says™ (www.cynthiasays.com)."
p34
------------------------------------------------------------para 4 through 7 - please replace references to 'KBit' with 'KB'.
Do not adjust numeric values.
p36
------------------------------------------------------------Bobby no longer exists in the form it did when the book was
written.
para 7 - Change first sentence from to "After the markup was
written, a quick check from the Bobby accessibility validator
(now a service of Watchfire's WebXACT) confirmed that it passed
most major accessibility checkpoints."
p37
------------------------------------------------------------Further Bobby fixes:
para 1 - Change second sentence from "It turns out that Bobby IS
not the final word..." to "It turns out that Bobby WAS not the
final word..."

para 1 - Change third sentence from "...there are guidelines that
Bobby simply can't check." to "...there are guidelines that
accessibility validators simply can't check."
para 2 - Change to "In fact, at the time of writing, the
supporting documentation on the Bobby site had this disclaimer:"
para 4 - Change first sentence from "...automated tools like
Bobby may..." to "...automated accessibility validators may..."
quote 1 - Remove the reference to Frequently Asked Questions and
the URL, since they no longer exist
note 1 - Change from "Bobby (http://bobby.watchfire.com/) is an
online accessibility checker. There are others, such as..." to
"The former Bobby accessibility validator is now a service of
WebXACT (http://webxact.watchfire.com/) from Watchfire. Others
are available, such as..."
p66
------------------------------------------------------------para 2 - Change second sentence to "The muted, MONOCHROME color
scheme..."
p80
------------------------------------------------------------para 1 - Change second sentence from "...use of the backgroundimage ATTRIBUTE..." to "...use of the background-image
PROPERTY..."
p87
------------------------------------------------------------code listing 1 – Should read:
<h3>The Road to Enlightenment</h3>
<p>Littering a dark and dreary road lay the past relics of
browser-specific tags, incompatible DOMs, and broken CSS
support.</p>
p88
------------------------------------------------------------para 6 – Clarification for first sentence, "The advantage of
float-based layouts is that a floated element is able to

influence other elements within the document flow; surrounding
elements are aware of its position."
p118
------------------------------------------------------------para 1 - Change first sentence from "The float ATTRIBUTE is..."
to "The float PROPERTY is..."
para 2 - Change first sentence from "In its simplest form, the
clear ATTRIBUTE and..." to "In its simplest form, the clear
PROPERTY and..."
note 2 - Change note to:
Methods for clearing floats without a clearing element in the
HTML are available, but they should be used with caution. See
"How to Clear Floats Without Structural Markup"
(www.positioniseverything.net/easyclearing.html) and "Clearing
Floats" (www.quirksmode.org/css/clearing.html).
p119
------------------------------------------------------------para 1 - Change first sentence from "...doesn't support the width
and height ATTRIBUTES quite as..." to "...doesn't support the
width and height PROPERTIES quite as..."
para 6 - Change first sentence from "We'll explore the overflow
ATTRIBUTE in the..." to "We'll explore the overflow PROPERTY in
the..."
p120
------------------------------------------------------------para 5 - Change second sentence from "The overflow ATTRIBUTE
was..." to "The overflow PROPERTY was..."
p121
------------------------------------------------------------para 1 - Change URL in last should be:
http://www.shauninman.com/plete/2004/07/absolute-clearance
para 2 - Change third sentence from "But by using em unit values
for ATTRIBUTES like..." to "But by using em unit values for
PROPERTIES like..."

p134
------------------------------------------------------------4th line on page - please code format 'span' in "Screen reader
accessible; no extra span."
p153
------------------------------------------------------------tip 1 - URL should be: http://creativecommons.org/find
p155
------------------------------------------------------------note 2 - Change URL to: www.apple.com/quicktime/technologies/qtvr
p165
------------------------------------------------------------para 3 - change third sentence to "...other type properties such
as kerning, tracking, and leading (line height) all influence..."
p196
------------------------------------------------------------second line on the page - add 'for', to read "...the basic
principles of type for onscreen and print use."
p201
------------------------------------------------------------para 3 – should read: "CSS inheritance is a concept that allows
for the styling of multiple elements at once. Without some way
to combine and apply style rules to more than one item at a time,
CSS files would likely require some form of one-to-one matching
between every element on a web page and the CSS that styles it-an impractical and unwieldy idea."
p204
------------------------------------------------------------para 2 - Change second sentence from "...applied on a perATTRIBUTE basis..." to "...applied on a per-PROPERTY basis..."
p205
------------------------------------------------------------para 2 - Change first sentence from "The z-index ATTRIBUTE is..."
to "The z-index PROPERTY is..."

p207 - p209, p273
------------------------------------------------------------Changes in references to the word 'attribute': The references to
'attribute selectors' on these particular pages *MUST NOT* be
changed to 'property selectors'.
p213
------------------------------------------------------------para 3 - Change first sentence from "The fixed positioning
ATTRIBUTE allows..." to "The fixed positioning PROPERTY
allows..."
p229
------------------------------------------------------------In the code listings on this page, the } characters should be
flush left to align with the first line in each respective code
listing. There are three that need this fix, and to use the last
code listing on the page as an example, this is what it looks
like now:
body>#extraDiv1 {
display: none;
}
And this is what we want:
body>#extraDiv1 {
display: none;
}

p231
------------------------------------------------------------Page 231 - The screen shots for figures 1 and 2 are reversed.
figure caption 2 - add 'horizontal', to read "...but you'll see a
horizontal scroll bar in a smaller window."
p232
------------------------------------------------------------figure caption 2 - add 'horizontal', to read "...and they also
look great in a smaller window; notice that there's no horizontal
scrollbar."

para 1 – Correct URL:
www.themaninblue.com/experiment/ResolutionLayout
para 2 - remove word 'aspect' from second sentence, to read "A
1.6:1 ratio between a photo..."
note 1 - remove word aspect from first sentence, change to read
"A ratio refers to..."
p246
------------------------------------------------------------para 2 - Change third sentence from "...value for the backgroundattachment ATTRIBUTE." to "...value for the background-attachment
PROPERTY."
Page 261 – Hanson should be Hansen
p267
------------------------------------------------------------note 1 - Change URL to:
http://virtuelvis.com/archives/2004/01/css-for-opera-7
code block - there's a missing } at the end. There should be two,
so the closing of the block looks like this:
....
z-index: 0;
border-bottom:3px solid #fff;
}
}
p278
------------------------------------------------------------para 6 - change this code example -- <div id="anchor"> -- to this
-- id="anchor"
p280
------------------------------------------------------------Note:
All URLs reference in this book, including those below, are
available as a more convenient clickable link list at
www.mezzoblue.com/zengarden/book/links.

p283
------------------------------------------------------------line 2 - "&#8217 character code" is missing semicolon, should
read "&#8217; character code"

